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27.

HAGFISH TRAPS

Today’s Item

Information ☐

Action ☒

Discuss and consider adopting proposed changes to commercial take of hagfish regulations,
including use of barrel traps and buoy marking requirements for all trap types.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
 Notice hearing
 Today’s discussion and adoption hearing

Apr 17, 2019; Santa Monica
Jun 12-13, 2019; Redding

Background
In Apr 2019, FGC authorized publication of notice of proposed changes to Section 180.6,
concerning the use of barrel traps and buoy marking requirements for all traps used in the
commercial take of hagfish.
The intent of the proposed changes is to clarify the original intent of the regulations adopted by
FGC in Aug 2016, which amended Section 180.6, to redefine the measurement size for barrel
traps approved for the commercial take of hagfish and to streamline language regarding the
use of barrel traps by a vessel. The amended language (effective Jan 1, 2017) stated that “no
permittee may possess more than 25 barrel traps aboard a vessel or in the water or
combination thereof.”
However, as all participants engaged in hagfish fishing are required to have a general trap
permit (pursuant to Fish and Game Code sections 9000.5 and 9001), the amended regulatory
language inadvertently authorized the use of 25 barrel traps for each permittee aboard a
vessel, rather than per vessel as intended.
The proposed revision under consideration is intended to clarify that the barrel trap limit is 25
per vessel, and also adds the requirement that any hagfish trap buoy be marked with the
vessel’s California commercial boat registration number.
The proposed changes to Section 180.6, are:


Remove the words “permittee may possess” from subsection (b), thus linking the 25
barrel trap limit to the vessel.



Add subsection (c) requiring the use of the vessel’s California commercial boat
registration number to mark the buoy used to mark any hagfish trap (fishermen will
continue to mark buoys with all commercial fishing license identification numbers (Lnumbers) of participants operating the vessel, as required by Fish and Game Code
subdivision 9006(b)).

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
A notice of exemption (Exhibit 4) has been drafted consistent with FGC staff’s
recommendation to rely on two CEQA categorical exemptions (Class 7 and Class 8) for these
regulation changes. Staff has reviewed all of the available information possessed by FGC
relevant to the issue, including the analysis and rationale presented in exhibits 3 and 4, and
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does not believe that reliance on these categorical exemptions is precluded by the exceptions
set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2.
Significant Public Comments
Three commenters are opposed to the proposed regulatory change:
1.

2.
3.

A commercial fisherman provides specific rationale for opposing the proposed
regulation change and provides suggested alternatives (Exhibit 6); the commenter
also highlights marketing challenges and competition with Oregon that could result
from the proposed regulation (Exhibit 9).
A commercial fisherman expressed agreement with the comments highlighted in
exhibits 6 and 9 (Exhibit 7).
Two co-owners of a commercial hagfish company, who participated in the original
experimental gear permit that led to the new gear provision, oppose any change to the
existing regulations (Exhibit 8).

DFW has provided a detailed summary of and response to individual comments and, for the
reasons set forth in its responses to public comments, does not believe that the comments
warrant changes to the proposed regulations (Exhibit 10).
Recommendation
FGC staff: Rely on two CEQA categorical exemptions (Class 7 and Class 8) for the proposed
regulation changes and adopt the proposed regulation changes as recommended by DFW.
DFW: Adopt the proposed regulation changes as detailed in the initial statement of reasons
(ISOR).
Exhibits
1. DFW memo transmitting ISOR, received Mar 20, 2019
2. ISOR
3. DFW memo with CEQA overview, received Mar 20, 2019
4. Draft notice of exemption
5. Economic and fiscal impact statement (Std. 399)
6. Email from Brad Wilcox, received May 15, 2019
7. Email from Mark Hamerdinger, received May 16, 2019
8. Email from Craig and Rachel Thomsson, received May 20, 2019
9. Email from Brad Wilcox, received May 23, 2019
10. DFW memo and table with responses to public comments, received Jun 5, 2019
11. DFW presentation
Motion/Direction
Moved by _____________ and seconded by _____________ that the Commission has
determined, based on the record, that this approval is exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act pursuant to the guidelines in sections 15307 and 15308, Title 14,
California Code of Regulations, and adopts the proposed changes to Section 180.6, related to
commercial take of hagfish.
Author: Craig Castleton
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State of California
Department of Fish and Wildlife

Date:

March 20, 2019

To:

Melissa Miller-Henson
Acting Executive Director
Fish and Game Commission

From:

Charlton H. Bonham
Director

Original on file.
Received March 20, 2019, 3:00PM

Subject: Initial Statement of Reasons to amend Section 180.6, Re: Hagfish Traps
The Department of Fish and Wildlife (Department) requests the Fish and Game
Commission (Commission) authorize publishing notice of its intent to amend Section
180.6 of Title 14, California Code of Regulations (CCR), concerning the use of traps to
take hagfish. Authorization of the request to publish notice will allow for discussion and
possible adoption at the June 12-13, 2019 Commission meeting.
The proposed amendment to Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR will limit the number of
barrel traps used to take hagfish to 25 per vessel, and will additionally require that the
buoy used to mark any hagfish trap be marked with the vessel’s California commercial
boat registration number.
This proposal is intended to maintain the sustainability of California’s hagfish fishery,
reduce interaction with other bottom fishing gear, and reduce the potential for
entanglement of marine mammals in vertical trap lines. The use of the vessel’s
California commercial boat registration number to mark the buoy used to mark any
hagfish trap will help Law Enforcement Division staff determine, at sea, how many
traps a vessel is utilizing and/or possessing, and meet concerns to enforce 25 traps
per vessel.
The Department asks that the Commission request that the Office of Administrative
Law make the regulation effective on or before October 1, 2019.
If you have any questions regarding this item, please contact Dr. Craig Shuman,
Marine Regional Manager at (916) 445-6459. The public notice for this rulemaking
should identify Environmental Scientist Travis Tanaka as the Department’s point of
contact. Mr. Tanaka can be reached at (831) 649-2881 or
Travis.Tanaka@wildlife.ca.gov.

Melissa Miller-Henson, Acting Executive Director
Fish and Game Commission
March 20, 2019
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FISH AND GAME COMMISSION
INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR REGULATORY ACTION
Amend Section 180.6
Title 14, California Code of Regulations
Re: Hagfish Traps
I.

Date of Initial Statement of Reasons: March 20, 2019

II.

Dates and Locations of Scheduled Hearings

III.

(a)

Notice Hearing:

Date: April 17, 2019
Location: Santa Monica, CA

(b)

Discussion/Adoption Hearing:

Date: June 13, 2019
Location: Redding, CA

Description of Regulatory Action
(a)

Statement of Specific Purpose of Regulation Change and Factual Basis for
Determining that Regulation Change is Reasonably Necessary:
Unless otherwise specified, all section references in this document are to Title
14 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR).
In California, the Pacific Hagfish (Eptatretus stoutii) (hagfish) fishery is an
open access commercial fishery administered by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife (Department). Fishing is allowed year-round in all depths of State and
federal waters, except in Marine Protected Areas. The hagfish fishery is
primarily managed via restrictions on the amount and type of gear allowed.
Section 9000.5 and subdivision 9001.6(b) of Fish and Game Code (FGC)
define and authorize no more than a total of 500 Korean-style traps, or a total
of 200, five-gallon bucket traps aboard a vessel, or in the water or
combination thereof. The Fish and Game Commission (Commission)
approved the use of 25 barrel traps (40-gallon capacity) as an alternative trap
type under subsection (b) of Section 180.6, effective January 1, 2016
(rulemaking file number 2015-1116-01s). The 25-barrel trap limit was
intended to be per vessel, and serve as a volumetric equivalent to the 200
five-gallon bucket trap limit prescribed by subdivision (b) of FGC Section
9001.6 (Tanaka 2015). Hagfish fishermen utilize barrel traps or bucket traps
to take hagfish. It is unknown specifically how many fishermen use barrel
traps because barrel and bucket traps were historically reported as gear code
21 for landing purposes. To inform fishery managers about trap type use in
the hagfish fishery, gear codes specific to barrel and bucket traps were
recently instituted on October 16, 2018.
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Other than a general trap permit, pursuant to FGC sections 9000.5 and 9001,
no special permits are required to commercially fish for hagfish. There are no
daily, seasonal, or annual catch limits for hagfish. Further, the fishery has no
reporting requirement, other than a landing receipt, and there is no minimum
size limit, landing quota, or seasonal closure. There is no recreational fishery
for hagfish. This open access fishery provides additional income to vessel
owners and crewmembers who participate in other permitted fisheries. For
those that do not have other permits or fishery opportunities, fishing hagfish
serves as their sole source of income. This low profit, volume-based live
fishery serves primarily as export only to South Korea, though hagfish dealers
seek other markets, domestic and foreign, to sell live hagfish. Fishermen are
often motivated to catch and deliver as much hagfish as possible per fishing
trip to maximize profit.
The hagfish resource is considered data poor; the status or size of its
biomass, and other aspects of its life history remain unknown. While
individual hagfish are known to have a low fecundity rate with less than 30
eggs per spawn cycle (Barss 1993), it is unknown how many spawn cycles
occur per year. Hagfish inhabit deep water, soft bottom (i.e., mud) habitat in
ocean depths ranging from 30 to 2,400 feet (9 to 732 meters) (Miller and Lea
1972). In California, hagfish are usually captured in depths less than 1,800
feet (549 meters), and based on landings data, population numbers appear
greater north of Point Conception. Approximately 79 percent of soft bottom
habitat within fishable depths is available. However, the distribution of such
available habitat is patchy along the California coastline, and fishermen often
concentrate on those fishing locations known for adequate hagfish numbers
to sustain their fishing effort. While there is limited knowledge about localized
or broad movement of hagfish, they appear to alter their localized movement
in response to food availability (decaying organisms, invertebrates, as well as
baited traps). Thus, fishing has the potential to shift hagfish distribution by
causing artificial movement toward an area due to baited traps (Martini 1998).
Voluntary logbook data suggests that fishermen rotate trap set locations,
eventually fishing the same areas after a period of rest. This information
indicates that even while there may be localized depletion, hagfish will return
to an unfished area after a certain amount of time (Tanaka 2015).
Existing Regulations
The existing regulation, subsection (b) of Section 180.6, provides that each
permittee can utilize up to 25 barrel traps (in the water, aboard a vessel, or in
combination thereof) to take hagfish, spread on up to three ground lines or
strings. FGC Section 9005 requires every trap or string of traps to be marked
with a buoy, and FGC subdivision 9006(b) requires the buoy identifying traps
used to take hagfish to be marked with the operator’s (i.e., responsible
fisherman’s) commercial fishing license identification number only (“L
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number”) with no prescribed lettering. Subdivision (b) of FGC Section 9001
requires all participants on a fishing vessel (i.e., vessel operator,
crewmembers or deckhands) who operate, or assist in operating, any trap to
take hagfish, or who possess or transport hagfish on any boat, barge, or
vessel when any trap is aboard, to have a current general trap permit, and
thus serve as “permittees.” Thus, a permittee may be any crewmember, or
the vessel operator (who may also be the responsible fisherman under whose
L number the vessel is operating). General trap permits are purchased over
the counter and there is no cap on the number of general trap permits issued
per year. The current regulations allow each vessel utilizing hagfish barrel
gear to utilize and possess up to 25 barrel traps per permittee.
When Section 180.6 was last amended (rulemaking file number 2016-092002s, effective January 1, 2017) to shift barrel traps from a 40-gallon volume to
a dimension-based measurement of barrel size, subsection 180.6(b) was
amended in an attempt to simplify language regarding trap use by a vessel by
stating that “…no permittee may possess more than 25 barrel traps aboard a
vessel or in the water or combination thereof.” Due to the fact that a permittee
can be the vessel operator, and/or any crewmember, the current language
allows the use of 25 barrel traps per permittee, which goes against the
original intent of the regulation effective January 1, 2016 to allow a maximum
of 25 barrel traps per vessel (the volumetric equivalent to the 200 five-gallon
bucket trap limit prescribed by subdivision (b) of FGC Section 9001.6).
There is no fishery management plan for hagfish. The Department collects
dockside samples of hagfish on an ad hoc basis. Dockside sampling includes
evaluating the catch for average weight. If time allows, randomly selected fish
are taken and processed back at a Department office to obtain data on
individual fish sex, length, weight, and spawning condition. At present, annual
landing totals appear to be stable. In 2018, 49 fishermen made at least one
landing of hagfish using either barrel or bucket traps. For vessels that used up
to 25 barrel traps or 200 bucket traps, the average landing was 1,367 pounds
of hagfish. One vessel was identified as using more than 25 barrel traps; this
vessel averaged 14 times this amount (21,573 pounds) of hagfish per landing
(it is unknown if these landings resulted from one or more days fished).
Proposed Regulation Amendment and Addition
The proposed amendment to subsection (b) of Section 180.6 re-establishes
the number of allowed barrel traps (25) per vessel, regardless of the number
of permittees. The words “permittee may possess” will be deleted, thus linking
the 25-barrel trap limit to the vessel.
New subsection 180.6(c) is proposed to be added to require buoys used to
mark any hagfish traps (barrel traps, bucket traps and Korean style traps) to
be marked with the vessel’s California commercial boat registration number in
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addition to the fisherman’s L number mandated by subdivision (b) of FGC
Section 9006.
Necessity of Proposed Regulation
Due to data deficiencies in hagfish population size, status, and other aspects
of its life history, it is unknown whether the fishery can sustainably withstand
an increase in fishing pressure attributed to vessels using more than 25 barrel
traps. The proposed amendment to subsection (b) of Section 180.6 is
necessary in order to clarify the original intent of the regulation effective
January 1, 2016 restricting a vessel to utilize and possess no more than 25
barrel traps per vessel. This clarification will help ensure the sustainability of
the hagfish fishery, and reduce excessive take. Limiting the number of traps
deployed in proximate locations to one another also reduces the potential for
user conflict among fishermen accessing the same area. In addition,
restricting a vessel to 25 barrel traps reduces the potential for stray trap gear
on the seafloor, and limits the number of vertical buoy lines to reduce
potential impact to other marine life (Tanaka 2015).
The proposed addition of subsection (c) of Section 180.6 is necessary for the
Department’s Law Enforcement Division (LED) wildlife officers to effectively
enforce the number of traps per vessel. When only the L number marks the
buoy used to mark hagfish traps, officers are unable to determine which trap
string belongs to which vessel, unless the officers can observe a vessel
servicing (i.e., deploying or recovering) the traps.
(b) Goals and Benefits of the Regulation:
It is the policy of the State to encourage the conservation, maintenance, and
utilization of the living resources of the ocean and other waters under the
jurisdiction and influence of the State for the benefit of all the citizens of the
State and to promote the development of local fisheries and distant-water
fisheries based in California in harmony with international law respecting
fishing and the conservation of the living resources of the oceans and other
waters under the jurisdiction and influence of the State. The objectives of this
policy include, but are not limited to, the maintenance of sufficient populations
of all species of aquatic organisms to insure their continued existence, and
the growth of local commercial fisheries taking into consideration the
necessity of regulating the catch within the limits of maximum sustainable
yields.
The proposed regulation will help ensure sustainability of the hagfish
resource, reduce potential conflicts among fishermen using similar fishing
grounds, and limit the number of vertical buoy lines to reduce potential impact
to other marine life.
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The proposed regulation will also require the use of the vessel’s California
commercial boat registration number to mark the buoy used to mark any
hagfish trap to assist LED staff in determining, at sea, how many traps a
vessel is utilizing and/or possessing and meet concerns to enforce 25 traps
per vessel.
(c)

Authority and Reference Sections from Fish and Game Code for Regulation:
Note: Authority cited: Sections 8403, and 9022, Fish and Game Code.
Reference: Sections 8403, 9001.6, 9001.7, 9006, and 9022, Fish and Game
Code.

(d)

Specific Technology or Equipment Required by Regulatory Change:
None.

(e)

Identification of Reports or Documents Supporting Regulation Change:
Tanaka, T. 2015. Final Report: Evaluation of the Use of 40-gallon barrel
Traps for the Take of Hagfish. California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Marine Region (North-Central Finfish Research and Management Project).

(f)

Identification of Reports or Documents Providing Background Information:
Barss, WH. 1993. Pacific Hagfish, Eptatretus stoutii, and Black Hagfish, E.
deani: the Oregon fishery and port sampling observation, 1988-92. Marine
Fisheries Review 55(4):19-30.
Martini, FH. 1998. The ecology of hagfishes. Pages 57-77 in J.M. Jorgensen,
J.P. Lomholt, R.E. Weber and H. Malte, editors. The biology of hagfishes.
Springer-Science, London, United Kingdom.
Miller, DJ, & Lea, RN. 1972. Guide to coastal marine fishes of California.
California Department of Fish and Game. Fisheries Bulletin 157.

(g)

Public Discussions of Proposed Regulations Prior to Notice Publication:
No public meetings are being held prior to the notice publication. The 45-day
comment period provides adequate time for review of the proposed
amendments.

IV.

Description of Reasonable Alternatives to Regulatory Action
(a)

Alternatives to Regulation Change:
No alternatives were identified by or brought to the attention of Commission
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staff that would have the same desired regulatory effect.
(b)

No Change Alternative:
If the current regulations are retained, vessels may run multiple sets of 25
barrel traps, one each per permittee (crewmember), thus increasing overall
take of hagfish beyond levels that are known to be sustainable. Annual
landings are relatively stable and appear sustainable at the current level.
However, if more vessels increase the number of traps used, overall take of
hagfish would increase. The potential effect of the No Change Alternative on
the entire hagfish population is unknown, but it is possible that significant,
localized depletion would occur.
Under the No Change Alternative, fishermen will continue to mark the buoys
used to mark hagfish traps with their L number as required by subdivision (b)
of FGC Section 9006; however, without including the California commercial
boat registration number, it would be difficult for LED to determine which traps
are deployed by a given vessel.

V.

Mitigation Measures Required by Regulatory Action
The proposed regulatory action will have no negative impact on the environment;
therefore, no mitigation measures are needed.

VI.

Impact of Regulatory Action
The potential for significant statewide adverse economic impacts that might result
from the proposed regulatory action has been assessed, and the following initial
determinations relative to the required statutory categories have been made:
(a)

Significant Statewide Adverse Economic Impact Directly Affecting
Businesses, Including the Ability of California Businesses to Compete with
Businesses in Other States:
The proposed action will not have a significant statewide adverse economic
impact directly affecting business, including the ability of California
businesses to compete with businesses in other states. The California hagfish
fishery is primarily a live export fishery. Currently, there is increased demand
for California-caught hagfish due to the consistency of catch and lower dock
price compared to hagfish fisheries in other states.

(b)

Impact on the Creation or Elimination of Jobs Within the State, the Creation of
New Businesses or the Elimination of Existing Businesses, in California;
Benefits of the Regulation to the Health and Welfare of California Residents,
Worker Safety, and the State’s Environment:
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The Commission does not anticipate any impacts on the creation or
elimination of jobs, the creation of new business, the elimination of existing
businesses or the expansion of businesses in California. There are no
anticipated benefits to the health and welfare of California residents and
worker safety. However, clarifying the original intent of the regulation effective
January 1, 2016 by limiting the number of barrel traps to 25 per vessel would
benefit the environment by promoting sustainability of the hagfish resource,
limit the amount of barrel gear on the seafloor, and limit the number of vertical
buoy lines in the fishery that could potentially impact other marine life.
(c)

Cost Impacts on a Representative Private Person or Business:
A vessel that may have deployed more than 25 barrel traps in the past could
face a reduction in fishing income due to a reduction in the number of traps
deployed per vessel. However, the regulation effective January 1, 2016
intended that only 25 barrels be used per vessel, and the majority of
fishermen conform to this practice.

(d)

Costs or Savings to State Agencies or Costs/Savings in Federal Funding to
the State:
None.

(e)

Nondiscretionary Costs/Savings to Local Agencies:
None.

(f)

Programs Mandated on Local Agencies or School Districts:
None.

(g)

Costs Imposed on Any Local Agency or School District that is Required to be
Reimbursed Under Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4,
Government Code:
None.

(h)

Effect on Housing Costs:
None.

VII. Economic Impact Assessment:
(a)

Effects of the Regulation on the Creation or Elimination of Jobs Within the
State:
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None. The proposed regulatory action to clarify the original intent of the
regulation effective January 1, 2016 restricting a vessel to utilize and possess
no more than 25 barrel traps per vessel is not anticipated to affect the
creation or elimination of jobs, which are primarily influenced by the foreign
market demand for hagfish.
(b)

Effects of the Regulation on the Creation of New Businesses or the
Elimination of Existing Businesses Within the State:
None. The proposed regulatory action to clarify the original intent of the
regulation effective January 1, 2016 is not anticipated to affect the creation of
new businesses or elimination of existing businesses, which are primarily
influenced by the foreign market demand for hagfish.

(c)

Effects of the Regulation on the Expansion of Businesses Currently Doing
Business Within the State:
None. The proposed regulatory action to clarify the original intent of the
regulation effective January 1, 2016 is not anticipated to affect the expansion
of businesses currently doing business within the state. Entry to or exit from
the open access hagfish fishery is predominately driven by the hagfish export
market demand and opportunity in other more profitable fisheries (such as
ocean salmon or Dungeness crab). Approximately 50 percent of hagfish
fishery participants (vessel owners or operators) hold permits in other
fisheries and may pursue hagfish to fill gaps in between seasons. There are
some vessel operators and crewmen who rely on the hagfish fishery as their
only source of income. Since crew identity is not documented as part of
Department landing requirements, it is unknown exactly how many
crewmembers solely rely on hagfish.

(d)

Benefits of the Regulation to the Health and Welfare of California Residents:
None. The proposed regulatory action is not anticipated to benefit the health
and welfare of California residents.

(e)

Benefits of the Regulation to Worker Safety:
None. The proposed regulatory action is not anticipated to benefit worker
safety.

(f)

Benefits of the Regulation to the State's Environment:
The proposed regulation is anticipated to benefit the environment by clarifying
the original intent of the regulation effective January 1, 2016 of limiting the
number of barrel traps to 25 per vessel, which is expected to promote the
sustainability of the hagfish fishery, limit the amount of barrel gear on the
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seafloor, and limit the number of vertical buoy lines in the fishery that could
potentially impact other marine life.
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Informative Digest/Policy Statement Overview
In California, Pacific Hagfish (Eptatretus stoutii) (hagfish) is an open access commercial
fishery administered by the Department of Fish and Wildlife (Department). Fishing is
allowed year-round in all depths of State and federal waters, except in Marine Protected
Areas. The hagfish fishery is primarily managed via restrictions on the amount and type
of gear allowed. The method for take is by one of three baited trap types: bucket trap,
Korean trap, and more recently, barrel traps. Section 9000.5 and subdivision 9001.6(b)
of Fish and Game Code (FGC) define and authorize no more than a total of 500
Korean-style traps, or a total of 200, five-gallon bucket traps aboard a vessel, or in the
water or combination thereof. The Fish and Game Commission (Commission) approved
the use of 25 barrel traps (40-gallon capacity) as an alternative trap type under
subsection (b) of Section 180.6, Title 14, California Code of Regulations (CCR) effective
January 1, 2016. The 25-barrel trap limit was intended to be per vessel, and serve as a
volumetric equivalent to the 200 five-gallon bucket trap limit prescribed by subdivision
(b) of FGC Section 9001.6.
There are no daily, seasonal, or annual catch limits for the hagfish fishery. Further, the
fishery has no reporting requirement, other than a landing receipt, and there is no
minimum size limit, landing quota, or seasonal closure. There is no recreational fishery
for hagfish. Pursuant to FGC sections 9000.5 and 9001, all participants on a fishing
vessel (i.e., vessel crewmembers) are required to have a current general trap permit,
and thus serve as “permittees.” FGC Section 9005 requires every trap or string of traps
to be marked with a buoy, and FGC subdivision 9006(b) requires the buoy identifying
traps used to take hagfish to be marked with the operator’s (i.e., responsible
fisherman’s) commercial fishing license identification number only (“L number”) with no
prescribed lettering.
When Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR was last amended (effective January 1, 2017) to
shift from a 40 gallon volume to a dimension-based measurement of barrel trap size,
subsection 180.6(b) was amended in an attempt to simplify language regarding trap use
by a vessel by stating that “…no permittee may possess more than 25 barrel traps
aboard a vessel or in the water or combination thereof.” Due to the fact that a permittee
can be the vessel operator, and/or any crewmember, the current language allows the
use of 25 barrel traps per permittee, which goes against the original intent of the
regulation effective January 1, 2016 to allow a maximum of 25 barrel traps per vessel
(the volumetric equivalent to the 200 five-gallon bucket trap limit prescribed by
subdivision (b) of FGC Section 9001.6).
Proposed Regulation
The proposed amendment to subsection (b) of Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR reestablishes the number of allowed barrel traps (25) per vessel, regardless of the
number of permittees aboard the vessel. In addition to the commercial fishing license
identification number, hagfish fishermen will also be required to mark buoys used to
mark any hagfish traps with the vessel’s California commercial boat registration number.
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The following is a summary of the changes proposed for Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR:
•

Remove the words “permittee may possess” from subsection (b), thus linking
the 25 barrel trap limit to the vessel.

•

Add subsection (c) requiring the use of the vessel’s California commercial
boat registration number to mark the buoy used to mark any hagfish trap
(fishermen will continue to mark buoys with all fishermen L numbers operating
the vessel, as required by FGC subdivision 9006(b)).

Benefits of the Proposed Regulation
Linking the maximum number of barrel traps utilized and possessed to the vessel
instead of the permittee will limit the fishing capacity of vessels that utilize this gear.
Since there are no other management measures that limit hagfish fishing capacity,
limiting the number of barrel traps by vessel will help ensure sustainability of the hagfish
resource, reduce potential conflicts between fishermen using similar fishing grounds,
and limit the number of vertical buoy lines to reduce potential impact to other marine life.
By requiring the use of the vessel’s California commercial boat registration number to
mark the buoy used to mark any hagfish trap, Law Enforcement Division (LED) staff will
be able to determine, at sea, how many traps a vessel is utilizing and/or possessing.
This requirement would apply to all trap types authorized for the take of hagfish.
Consistency and Compatibility with Existing Regulations
Section 20, Article IV, of the State Constitution specifies that the Legislature may
delegate to the Fish and Game Commission such powers relating to the protection and
propagation of fish and game as the Legislature sees fit. The Legislature has delegated
to the Commission the power to regulate the commercial take of finfish using traps
(FGC sections 8403 and 9022). No other State agency has the authority to promulgate
commercial fishing regulations. The Commission has reviewed its own regulations and
finds that the proposed regulations are neither inconsistent nor incompatible with
existing State regulations. The Commission has searched the CCR for any regulations
regarding the use of traps for the commercial take of hagfish and has found no such
regulation; therefore the Commission has concluded that the proposed regulations are
neither inconsistent nor incompatible with existing State regulations.
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PROPOSED REGULATORY LANGUAGE
Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR, is amended to read:
§ 180.6. Hagfish Traps.
(a) All openings in traps used to take hagfish, excluding the entrance funnel, shall have
a minimum diameter of 9/16 inch in any dimension.
(b) Hagfish may be taken in barrel traps, if attached to a ground line. No permittee may
possess more than a total of 25 barrel traps per vessel may be possessed aboard a the
vessel or in the water or combination thereof. Each barrel trap shall be no greater than
45 inches in total length and have an outside diameter no greater than 25 inches at its
widest point. Barrels may be attached to a maximum of three ground lines. If using
barrel traps, no other hagfish trap type may be used or possessed aboard the vessel.
When barrel traps are used or possessed aboard a vessel, no species of finfish other
than hagfish shall be taken, possessed, or sold. Popups shall not be used on buoy lines
attached to barrel traps.
(c) Every hagfish trap, or string of traps, shall be marked with a buoy that identifies the
operator’s commercial fishing license identification number, as well as the vessel’s
California commercial boat registration number.
Authority cited: Sections 8403, and 9022, Fish and Game Code.
Reference: Sections 8403, 9001.6, 9001.7, 9006, and 9022, Fish and Game Code.
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Subject: Hagfish Traps Regulation Amendment; California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Overview
In California, Pacific Hagfish (Eptatretus stoutii) (hagfish) is an open access
commercial fishery administered by the Department of Fish and Wildlife (Department).
Fishing is allowed year-round in all depths of State and federal waters, except in
Marine Protected Areas. The hagfish fishery is primarily managed via restrictions on
the amount and type of gear allowed. Section 9000.5 and subdivision 9001.6(b) of
Fish and Game Code (FGC) define and authorize no more than a total of 500 Koreanstyle traps, or a total of 200, five-gallon bucket traps aboard a vessel, or in the water
or combination thereof. The Fish and Game Commission (Commission) approved the
use of 25 barrel traps (40-gallon capacity) as an alternative trap type under subsection
(b) of Section 180.6, Title 14, California Code of Regulations (CCR), effective January
1, 2016 (rulemaking file number 2015-1116-01s). The 25-barrel trap limit was intended
to be per vessel, and serve as a volumetric equivalent to the 200 five-gallon bucket
trap limit prescribed by subdivision (b) of FGC Section 9001.6. This regulation was
later amended (rulemaking file number 2016-0920-02s, effective January 1, 2017) to
reflect a dimensional trap limit. When amended to shift from a 40-gallon volume to a
dimension-based measurement of barrel size, subsection 180.6(b), Title 14, CCR was
amended in an attempt to simplify language regarding trap use by a vessel by stating
that “…no permittee may possess more than 25 barrel traps aboard a vessel or in the
water or combination thereof.” Due to the fact that a permittee can be the vessel
operator, and/or any crewmember, this allows the use of 25 barrel traps per permittee,
which goes against the original intent of the regulation effective January 1, 2016 to
allow a maximum of 25 barrel traps per vessel (the volumetric equivalent to the 200
five-gallon bucket trap limit prescribed by subdivision (b) of FGC Section 9001.6)..
Amendment to subsection (b) of Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR will limit the number of
allowable barrel traps to the vessel. This proposal is intended to promote the
sustainability of California’s hagfish fishery, reduce interaction with other bottom
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fishing gear, and reduce the potential for entanglement of marine mammals in vertical
trap lines. An additional amendment will require the use of the vessel’s California
commercial boat registration number to mark the buoy used to mark any hagfish trap.
This will enable Law Enforcement Division (LED) staff to enforce vessel based trap
limits. The purpose of this memo is to describe Department staff’s analysis of use of a
categorical exemption under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Categorical Exemption to Protect the Environment
The Commission’s adoption of these regulations is an action subject to CEQA. The
review effort by Department staff pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15061 led
Department staff to conclude that adoption of the regulations would fall within Class 7
and Class 8 categorical exemptions (CEQA Guidelines sections 15307 and 15308).
These exemptions are related to agency actions to protect natural resources and the
environment, and to promote sustainability. This regulatory amendment will limit the
number of allowable barrel traps to the vessel, thus promoting sustainability of the
resource, and limit the number of barrel traps on the seafloor and vertical lines in the
water attached to the traps. The change in buoy marking requirements will allow LED
staff to enforce vessel hagfish trap limits, further promoting sustainability of the
resource. In Department staff’s view, the Commission’s adoption of regulations is an
activity that is the proper subject of CEQA’s Class 7 and Class 8 categorical
exemptions.
No Exceptions to Categorical Exemptions Apply
As to the exceptions to categorical exemptions set forth in CEQA Guidelines section
15300.2, including the prospect of unusual circumstances and related effects, the
Department’s review was guided by the California Supreme Court’s decision in
Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley. Department staff have reviewed all
of the available information possessed by the Department relevant to the issue, and
does not believe adoption of the amendments to the existing regulations poses any
unusual circumstances that would constitute an exception to the categorical
exemptions set forth above. Compared to the activities that fall within Class 7 and
Class 8 generally, which include natural resource enhancement activities such as the
regulatory effort here, there is nothing unusual about the adopted amendments to the
existing hagfish regulations.
In addition, even if there were unusual circumstances, no potentially significant effects
on either a project-specific or cumulative basis are expected. The amendments to the
regulations are intended to improve the management and sustainability of California’s
hagfish resource and limit the potential of significant depletion.
Therefore, the Department does not believe that its reliance on Class 7 and Class 8
categorical exemptions are precluded by the exceptions set forth in CEQA Guidelines
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section 15300.2.
If you have any questions regarding this item, please contact Travis Tanaka,
Environmental Scientist, at (831) 649-2881 or Travis.Tanaka@wildlife.ca.gov.
ec: Stafford Lehr,
Deputy Director
Wildlife and Fisheries Division
Stafford.Lehr@wildlife.ca.gov
Bob Puccinelli,
Captain
Law Enforcement Division
Robert.Puccinelli@wildlife.ca.gov
Michelle Selmon,
Program Manager
Regulations Unit
Michelle.Selmon@wildlife.ca.gov
Ona Alminas,
Senior Environmental Scientist
Regulations Unit
Ona.Alminas@wildlife.ca.gov
Elizabeth Pope,
Acting Marine Advisor
Fish and Game Commission
Elizabeth.Pope@wildlife.ca.gov
Kirsten Ramey,
Environmental Program Manager
Marine Region
Kirsten.Ramey@wildlife.ca.gov
Paul Reilly,
Senior Environmental Scientist
Marine Region
Paul.Reilly@wildife.ca.gov
Travis Tanaka,
Environmental Scientist
Marine Region
Travis.Tanaka@wildlife.ca.gov
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ATTACHMENT TO NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
Adoption of Amendments to Section 180.6
Title 14, California Code of Regulations (CCR)
RE: Hagfish Traps
The California Fish and Game Commission (Commission) has taken final action under
the Fish and Game Code (FGC) and the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) with
respect to the project mentioned on June 13, 2019. In taking its final action for the
purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA, Pub. Resources Code, §
21000 et seq.), the Commission adopted the amendment to subsection (b) and addition
of subsection (c) of Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR relying on the categorical exemptions
for “Actions by Regulatory Agencies for Protection of Natural Resources” and “Actions
by Regulatory Agencies for Protection of the Environment” contained in CEQA
Guidelines sections 15307 and 15308. (Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, §§ 15307, 15308.)
Categorical Exemptions to Protect Natural Resources and the Environment
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In adopting the amendment to subsection (b) and addition of subsection (c) of Section
180.6, Title 14, CCR, the Commission relied, for purposes of CEQA, on Class 7 and
Class 8 categorical exemptions. In general, these exemptions apply to agency actions
taken to benefit natural resources and the environment. This amendment anticipates a
benefit to the environment by limiting the allowable number of barrel traps to the vessel,
rather than by the number of general trap permittees aboard the vessel. This
amendment will limit the take of hagfish, and limit the number of traps on the seafloor
with vertical lines attached to the traps that could potentially impact other marine life.
The proposed addition of subsection (c) of Section 180.6, Title 14, CCR requiring the
vessel’s California commercial boat registration number to be marked on the buoy
marking any hagfish trap will allow California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(Department) law enforcement staff to monitor and enforce vessel trap limits. Therefore,
the activity is one that is the proper subject of CEQA’s Class 7 and Class 8 categorical
exemptions.
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WÿÿUg__`eYÍ]ÿ[\]ÿ[c[`Zÿ^[`[]Ya]ÿbc^[^ÿ̀haÿj]h]dY[^ÿdec_ÿ[\Y^ÿe]fgZ̀[Ychÿ̀haÿ]`b\ÿ̀Z[]eh`[Y]ÿbch^Ya]e]a
¡]fgZ̀[Ychÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ]h]dY[ÿÿ êîêëðçòðõçïçë÷ù ic^[ÿÿ2
ÿ01 ic^[ÿÿ ÿ01
Z[]eh`[Y]ÿVÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ]h]dY[ÿÿ
ÿ01 ic^[ÿÿÿ01
Z[]eh`[Y]ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ]h]dY[ÿÿ
WÿÿeY]dZÿaY^bg^^ÿ̀hÿ¥g`h[YdYb`[YchÿY^^g]^ÿ[\`[ÿ̀e]ÿe]Z]`h[ÿ[cÿ̀ÿbc_k`eY^chÿùúçèèçæîïëÿ
ëñÿûîðòëçè÷üÿõåòåèçëêÿñèÿïçôçëçòíÿìåêêåïÿèçêöçòíÿæðäðæçë÷ÿ
cdÿ]^[Y_`[]aÿbc^[^ÿ̀haÿj]h]dY[^ÿdceÿ[\Y^ÿe]fgZ̀[Ychÿceÿ̀Z[]eh`[Y]^ÿ

ðéåÿçòæéåðêåóÿêîêëðçòðõçïçë÷ýÿéåóîæåóÿæñòèïçæëêÿðôñòíÿèçêöåéôåòýÿðòóÿïçôçëçòíÿöðþðéóêÿëñÿñëöåéÿôðéçòåÿïçèåÿèéñôÿõîñ÷ÿïçòåêø

£Wÿÿ¡gZ]_`¤YhfÿZ̀ÿe]¥gYe]^ÿ̀f]hbY]^ÿ[cÿbch^Ya]eÿk]edce_`hb]ÿ^[`ha`ea^ÿ̀^ÿ̀hÿ̀Z[]eh`[Y]ÿYdÿ̀ÿ
e]fgZ̀[Ychÿ_`ha`[]^ÿ[\]ÿg^]ÿcdÿ^k]bYdYbÿ[]b\hcZcfY]^ÿceÿ]¥gYk_]h[ÿceÿke]^beYj]^ÿ^k]bYdYbÿ
QR
`b[Ych^ÿceÿkecb]age]^WÿX]e]ÿk]edce_`hb]ÿ^[`ha`ea^ÿbch^Ya]e]aÿ[cÿZc]eÿbc_kZỲhb]ÿbc^[^xÿ STU
ãäåæçèçæÿäéåêæéçäëçìåÿéåíîïðëçñòêÿéåíðéóçòíÿòîôõåéÿñèÿëéðäêÿäåéÿìåêêåïÿæñòëéñïÿöðéìåêëÿéðëåÿôñêëÿåèèåæëçìåï÷ø
T¦kZ̀Yhÿ
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VWÿÿXYZZÿ[\]ÿ]^[Y_`[]aÿbc^[^ÿcdÿ[\Y^ÿe]fgZ̀[Ychÿ[cÿi`ZYdcehỲÿjg^Yh]^^ÿ]h[]ekeY^]^ÿlmnlloÿpqrÿstuutvwxÿ STU

yzÿ|}~ÿÿ}ÿÿ}ÿÿ
yzÿÿÿÿ}

QR

WÿÿeY]dZÿa]^beYj]ÿ]`b\ÿ̀Z[]eh`[Y]ÿceÿbc_jYh`[Ychÿcdÿ̀Z[]eh`[Y]^ÿdceÿ\Yb\ÿ̀ÿbc^[]dd]b[Y]h]^^ÿ̀h`Z^Y^ÿ`^ÿk]edce_]aÿ
Z[]eh`[Y]ÿV
Z[]eh`[Y]ÿ
ÎÏFFE@LÿECCGFGH?EAÿKEODIÿÐHMÿHFLDMÿEAFDM?EFGÑDIÒ
Wÿÿÿceÿ[\]ÿe]fgZ̀[Ychÿ̀haÿ]`b\ÿ̀Z[]eh`[Y]ÿg^[ÿa]^beYj]aÿ]h[]eÿ[\]ÿ]^[Y_`[]aÿ[c[`Zÿbc^[ÿ̀haÿc]e`ZZÿbc^[]dd]b[Y]h]^^ÿe`[Yc
¡]fgZ̀[Ychÿÿÿÿÿÿc[`Zÿic^[ÿÿ
ic^[]dd]b[Y]h]^^ÿe`[Ycÿÿ
Z[]eh`[Y]ÿVÿÿc[`Zÿic^[ÿÿ
ic^[]dd]b[Y]h]^^ÿe`[Ycÿÿ
Z[]eh`[Y]ÿÿÿc[`Zÿic^[ÿÿ
ic^[]dd]b[Y]h]^^ÿe`[Ycÿÿ
£WÿXYZZÿ[\]ÿe]fgZ̀[Ychÿ^gj]b[ÿ[cÿRºÿe]Y]ÿ\`]ÿ̀hÿ]^[Y_`[]aÿ]bchc_YbÿY_k`b[ÿ[cÿjg^Yh]^^ÿ]h[]ekeY^]^ÿ̀haÿYhaYYag`Z^ÿZcb`[]aÿYhÿceÿacYhfÿjg^Yh]^^ÿYhÿi`ZYdcehỲÿ
]¦b]]aYhfÿ»¼ÿ_YZZYchÿYhÿ̀hÿV_ch[\ÿk]eYcaÿj][]]hÿ[\]ÿa`[]ÿ[\]ÿ_`ceÿe]fgZ̀[YchÿY^ÿ]^[Y_`[]aÿ[cÿj]ÿdYZ]aÿY[\ÿ[\]ÿU]be][`eÿcdÿU[`[]ÿ[\ecgf\Vÿ_ch[\^ÿ
`d[]eÿ[\]ÿ_`ceÿe]fgZ̀[YchÿY^ÿ]^[Y_`[]aÿ[cÿj]ÿdgZZÿY_kZ]_]h[]axÿÿ
STU
QR
>ÐÿÓÔÕÖÿEOD?@GDIÿEMDÿMD×BGMDCÿFHÿIBØJGFÿEÿÕFE?CEMCGÙDCÿÚDOBAEFHMÛÿ>JKE@FÿÏIIDIIJD?FÿÎÕÚ>ÏÒÿEIÿIKD@GÐGDCÿG?ÿ
ÜHÑDM?JD?FÿÝHCDÿÕD@FGH?ÿÞÞßàáPßÎ@ÒÿE?CÿFHÿG?@ABCDÿFLDÿÕÚ>ÏÿG?ÿFLDÿ>?GFGEAÿÕFEFDJD?FÿHÐÿÚDEIH?IPÿ
»WÿÿeY]dZÿa]^beYj]ÿ[\]ÿdcZZcYhfÿ
\]ÿYhbe]`^]ÿceÿa]be]`^]ÿcdÿYh]^[_]h[ÿYhÿ[\]ÿU[`[]ÿ
\]ÿYhb]h[Y]ÿdceÿYhhc`[YchÿYhÿkecagb[^ÿ_`[]eỲZ^ÿceÿkecb]^^]^
\]ÿj]h]dY[^ÿcdÿ[\]ÿe]fgZ̀[Ych^ÿYhbZgaYhfÿjg[ÿhc[ÿZY_Y[]aÿ[cÿj]h]dY[^ÿ[cÿ[\]ÿ\]`Z[\ÿ^`d][ÿ̀haÿ]Zd̀e]ÿcdÿi`ZYdcehỲÿ
e]^Ya]h[^ÿce¤]eÿ^`d][ÿ̀haÿ[\]ÿ^[`[]½^ÿ]hYech_]h[ÿ̀haÿ¥g`ZY[ÿcdÿZYd]ÿ̀_chfÿ̀hÿc[\]eÿj]h]dY[^ÿYa]h[YdY]aÿjÿ[\]ÿ̀f]hb
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BOHHE?DÿUECHÿC?@ÿDVIÿLOJLEWOE?DÿXALBCRÿYECHLZ
hÿÿ~llmymqkgvÿsosklmyjpsxÿmkÿyzsÿjppskyÿygysÿimxgvÿsgpÿuzmzÿgpsÿpsmtjpxgtvsÿtÿyzsÿygyshÿ~oopqmgysÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿjpxjgkyÿyqÿsymqkÿÿqÿ~pymvsÿÿ}ÿqÿyzsÿgvmqpkmgÿqkxymyjymqkÿgklÿsymqkxÿ ÿsyÿxswhÿqÿyzsÿ{qrspkskyÿqlsh
ÿ
ghÿÿijklmknÿopqrmlslÿmk
}jlnsyÿ~yÿq
qpÿzgoyspÿ
thÿÿijklmknÿumvvÿtsÿpswjsxyslÿmkÿyzsÿ{qrspkqp|xÿ}jlnsyÿ~yÿq

ÿygyjysxÿq

ÿimxgvÿsgp
¡hÿÿ~llmymqkgvÿsosklmyjpsxÿmkÿyzsÿjppskyÿygysÿimxgvÿsgpÿuzmzÿgpsÿ¢£ÿpsmtjpxgtvsÿtÿyzsÿygyshÿ~oopqmgysÿ
ÿÿÿÿÿjpxjgkyÿyqÿsymqkÿÿqÿ~pymvsÿÿ}ÿqÿyzsÿgvmqpkmgÿqkxymyjymqkÿgklÿsymqkxÿ ÿsyÿxswhÿqÿyzsÿ{qrspkskyÿqlsh
ÿ
NEBÿHECLI?LÿDNALÿHEPORCDAI?ÿALÿ?IDÿHEASJOHLCJREÿC?@ÿGHIA@EÿDNEÿCGGHIGHACDEÿA?TIHSCDAI?
ghÿÿovsskyxÿyzsÿislspgvÿgklgysÿqkygmkslÿmk
thÿÿovsskyxÿyzsÿqjpyÿgklgysÿxsyÿqpyzÿtÿyzsÿ

qjpyh

rxh
gxsÿq
hÿÿovsskyxÿgÿgklgysÿqÿyzsÿosqovsÿqÿyzmxÿygysÿsopsxxslÿmkÿyzsmpÿgoopqrgvÿqÿpqoqxmymqkÿqh
gysÿqÿvsymqk
lhÿÿxxjslÿqkvÿmkÿpsxoqkxsÿyqÿgÿxosmmÿpswjsxyÿpqÿgsyslÿvqgvÿskymyxh
qgvÿskymyxÿgsysl
shÿÿmvvÿtsÿjvvÿmkgkslÿpqÿyzsÿssxÿpsrskjsÿsyhÿpq
~jyzqpmslÿtÿsymqk
qls
qÿyzs
hÿÿÿpqrmlsxÿqpÿxgrmknxÿyqÿsgzÿgsyslÿjkmyÿqÿvqgvÿnqrspkskyÿuzmzÿumvvÿgyÿgÿmkmjÿqxsyÿgkÿgllmymqkgvÿqxyxÿyqÿsgz
nhÿÿpsgysxÿsvmmkgysxÿqpÿzgknsxÿyzsÿoskgvyÿqpÿgÿksuÿpmsÿqpÿmkpgymqkÿqkygmkslÿmk
¤hÿÿ~kkjgvÿgrmknxhÿgoopqmgys
ÿ
¥hÿÿqÿgllmymqkgvÿqxyxÿqpÿxgrmknxhÿ£zmxÿpsnjvgymqkÿg¦sxÿqkvÿyszkmgvÿkqk§xjtxygkymrsÿqpÿvgpmmknÿzgknsxÿyqÿjppskyÿvguÿpsnjvgymqkxh
hÿÿqÿmxgvÿmogyÿsmxyxhÿ£zmxÿpsnjvgymqkÿlqsxÿkqyÿgsyÿgkÿvqgvÿskymyÿqpÿopqnpgh
hÿÿ¢yzsphÿovgmk
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VFDIÿD@AÿEWJÿMPKMFXPF@EÿYBMCDSÿZFDIM[
]^ÿÿ_``abacdefÿghigd`abjkglÿadÿbmgÿnjkkgdbÿobebgÿpalnefÿqgek^ÿr_iikchasebgt

\ÿ
?EÿBMÿD@EBCBHDEFAÿEODEÿuEDEFÿDQF@CBFMÿWBSSv
e^ÿÿ_wlckwÿbmglgÿe``abacdefÿnclblÿxabmadÿbmgakÿghalbadyÿwj`ygblÿed`ÿkglcjkngl^
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^ÿÿoe}adylÿadÿbmgÿnjkkgdbÿobebgÿpalnefÿqgek^ÿr_iikchasebgt

palnefÿqgek

\ÿ
^ÿÿcÿ~alnefÿasienbÿghalbl^ÿmalÿkgyjfebacdÿ̀cglÿdcbÿe~~gnbÿed{ÿobebgÿeygdn{ÿckÿikcykes^
^ÿÿbmgk^ÿhifead
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Comment Letter 1
(Received May 15, 2019)

FGC
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brad Wilcox
Wednesday, May 15, 2019 11:48 AM
FGC; Tanaka, Travis@Wildlife; Mark Hamerdimger
Hagfish changes

Dear FGC,
I Brad wilcox am writing this letter of position on behalf of myself, David Burtech, Mark Hamerdimger, and serval other
fishermen in Port San Luis.
1-a We are against any change to the 25 barrel trap regulation. The ability for 2 permittees to run (2) sets of 25 barrel
1-b
1-c
1-d

1-e
1-f
1-g

traps makes the Hagfish Fishery viable and encourages efficiency and cooperation amongst fishermen.
This proposed change would likely force many fishermen back to using the 200 buckets, waisting years of hard by the
DFW to get barrels allowable in California.
Many fishermen and their crews have recently invested in switching to barrels.
This proposed change to a gear plan that was just approved by the FGC only 2 years ago, would be unfair to
stakeholders and possibly unlawful.
This proposed change in regulation is unnecessary for proper management of the fishery.
We believe in DFW needs to provide sufficient evidence that there is a problem with the current take and fishing
method.
When a species becomes overfished departments role in regulating take can be done many ways:

1-h 1. Limit fishermen access (permits)
1-i 2. Fish Size (though there is no limit, small fish are unmarketable therefore willingly released by fishermen)
1-j 3. Season (there is no research to conclude that seasons necessary for reproduction and The export market relies on year-

round consistency)
1-k 4. Reduce allowable gear (the DFW has a history of making this the last limitation, Not the first.
There is no presidents of DFW limiting gear of an open access Fishery)
1-l

1-m This is perhaps the most market driven fishery on the west coast, resulting in steep competition amongst all 3 states.
1-n When barrel traps became legal in California, our fish size, quality and marketability increased significantly.
1-o The former 200 bucket trap limit had more catch potential, but is a poorly designed trap. Big fish do not like entering

the smaller trap, which becomes overcrowded very often, resulting in dead unmarketable Hagfish.
1-p The barrel trap has made California begin to compete with Oregon (200 barrel trap limit) and Washington (100 traps).
1-q The current fishing effort has proven sustainable for almost 2 decades since the Korean export market begun.
1-r With very slim profit margins, fishermen are only targeting grounds closest to their home port, leaving the vast majority

of the extremely abundant pacific Hagfish habitat untouched. We are only fishing the 40‐80 fathom edge of a territory
reaching out to 500 fathoms or more.
1-s The Hagfish can literally be found everywhere there is mud bottom.

1-t Please vote no on this change in regulation or at least reconsider the economic impact it would have.

Sincerely Brad Wilcox,
Wilcox Fisheries, buyer/exporter
Sent from my iPhonefirn
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Comment Letter 2

Hagfish changes
MH

Mark Hamerdinger
Thu 05/16, 08:09 AM
Brad Wilcox

2-a

(Received May 16, 2019)

FGC; Tanaka, Travis@Wildlife

I edited this to correct a few spelling errors. Other than that I approve of the le er and concur.
Hagﬁsh changes
Dear FGC,
I Brad Wilcox am wri ng this le er of posi on on behalf of myself, David Burtech, Mark Hamerdimger, and serval
other ﬁshermen in Port San Luis.
We are against any change to the 25 barrel trap regula on. The ability for 2 permi ees to run (2) sets of 25
barrel traps makes the Hagﬁsh Fishery viable and encourages eﬃciency and coopera on among ﬁshermen. This
proposed change would likely force many ﬁshermen back to using the 200 buckets, was ng years of hard work by
the DFW to get barrels allowable in California. Many ﬁshermen and their crews have recently invested in
switching to barrels. This proposed change to a gear plan that was just approved by the FGC only 2 years ago,
would be unfair to stakeholders and possibly unlawful.
This proposed change in regula on is unnecessary for proper management of the ﬁshery. We believe in DFW
needs to provide suﬃcient evidence that there is a problem with the current take and ﬁshing method.
When a species becomes overﬁshed departments role in regula ng take can be done many ways:
1. Limit ﬁshermen access (permits)
2. Fish Size (though there is no limit, small ﬁsh are unmarketable therefore willingly released by ﬁshermen)
3. Season (there is no research to conclude that seasons necessary for reproduc on and the export market relies
on year-round consistency)
4. Reduce allowable gear (the DFW has a history of making this the last limita on, Not the ﬁrst. There is no
presidents of DFW limi ng gear of an open access Fishery)
This is perhaps the most market driven ﬁshery on the west coast, resul ng in steep compe on amongst all 3
states. When barrel traps became legal in California, our ﬁsh size, quality and marketability increased
signiﬁcantly. The former 200 bucket trap limit had more catch poten al, but is a poorly designed trap. Big ﬁsh do
not like entering the smaller trap, which becomes overcrowded very o en, resul ng in dead unmarketable
Hagﬁsh.
The barrel trap has made California begin to compete with Oregon (200 barrel trap limit) and Washington (100
traps).
The current ﬁshing eﬀort has proven sustainable for almost 2 decades since the Korean export market begun.
With very slim proﬁt margins, ﬁshermen are only targe ng grounds closest to their home port, leaving the vast
majority of the extremely abundant paciﬁc Hagﬁsh habitat untouched. We are only ﬁshing the 40-80 fathom
edge of a territory reaching out to 500 fathoms or more. The Hagﬁsh can literally be found everywhere there is
mud bo om.
Please vote no on this change in regula on or at least reconsider the economic impact it would have.
Sincerely Brad Wilcox,
Wilcox Fisheries, buyer/exporter

Comment Letter 3
(Received May 20, 2019)

FGC
From: rachel Thomsson
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2019 06:53 PM
To: FGC
Cc: Craig; Dan.lawson@noaa.gov; Tanaka, Travis@Wildlife
Subject: Attn: FG Commission/Clarification Requested Re: 2019 Hagfish Regulations

Dear F&G Commission:
Please see attached letter and request for clarification. We look forward to your reply.
Sincerely,
Craig and Rachel Thomsson
Dandy Fish Company, Inc.
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Dandy Fish Company, Inc.
PO Box 1138
Bodega Bay, CA 94923
707-774-5460

Dear CA Fish & Game Commission:
We are a small commercial fishing company, based out of Bodega Bay, CA. We fish for Hagfish, as well,
purchase Hagfish from other small commercial fishing boats in the area for live distribution to South
Korea.
The purpose of this letter is to seek confirmation from the CA F&G Commission that we are correctly
interpreting the Hagfish regulations found in the 2019 Commercial Fishing Digest. Specifically, we wish
to use an on-demand, acoustic release ropeless fishing system for our Hagfish business. We believe,
based upon our interpretation of the current regulations we can do so. However, there are references
in the regulations precluding the use of “pop-up buoys” which cause us to seek clarification from you
before we proceed.

Background about us:
In 2013 we partnered with Travis Tanaka, Environmental Scientist with the CA DF&W on an
experimental gear permit. This joint effort resulted in the implementation of significant changes to the
Hagfish regulations which are in place today.
The key changes included the option to fish with 25 barrels using up to three ground lines per permittee
(6 vertical lines). Prior regulations allowed only for 200 five-gallon buckets (no rope limits), or 500
Korean traps (no rope limits).
This change substantially reduced the amount of rope and items in the water, thus reducing the
potential for environmental issues related to gear loss and/or marine entanglement.
To date, we have not experienced issues with marine-life entanglement, nor have we seen a decline in
the availability of Hagfish. We catch and sell enough product to sustain a modest living. We are proud
to have done our part to help reduce potential entanglement issues in our waters.

Looking to the future:
Given the recent closures of the Dungeness Crab and Lobster seasons due to the lawsuit with the Center
for Biological Diversity, we are concerned that our Hagfish fishery could be impacted down the road as
well. Similar closures, seasons, quotas or reductions in traps/ropes would likely cause us to close our
business. As a result, we’ve begun researching ropeless fishing gear products to be proactive and help
sustain our business long term.

On May 8, 2019, we met with Marco Flagg, CEO of DesertStar Systems. Marco’s company manufactures
ropeless fishing gear which has been successfully implemented in Nova Scotia, New Zealand, the UK and
Australia.
During our discussion with Marco, we learned about a product called the ARC-1 release which is an “ondemand” acoustic released based system designed to keep traps submerged until commanded. The
buoy and rope are enclosed in a buoy bag with the ARC-1 product attached. Once the fishing boat is
directly above the buoy, it can be called via specialized software and a transducer system aboard the
fishing vessel. A brochure providing details on this product is enclosed (attachment A).
We are considering using this, or a similar on-demand ropeless fishing product (also in discussions with
SMELTS, an organization offering a similar product) in the future for our Hagfish business. We would
use such a product while complying with the existing regulations, the only difference would be that we
eliminate the use of vertical rope in the water during soak time.
On a side note, the ARC-1 product is currently being used in the Monterey Bay Marine Sanctuary for
research purposes. To address sonar concerns, their permit for usage agrees “not to ping the release if
any marine mammal is within 100 meters of the vessel or recorder” (Section 5, attachment B). We
would agree to comply with this practice.

What we need from you:
While we were a key member of the team that helped formulate the existing use of barrel traps via the
experimental gear permit process, we were not involved with the decision to include language
precluding pop-up buoys in the final regulations published.
The current regulations as indicated in Title 14, section 180.6 states that the use of “pop-up buoys’” are
not allowed for the take of Hagfish. Pop-up is defined in the same section as “a mechanism capable of
releasing a submerged buoy at a predetermined time”.
We believe the intent behind this language may have been to preclude the use of time-released
submergible buoys enabling buoys to float to the surface unattended.
Products like the ARC-1 allows for on-demand release by the permittee vs. a “predetermined amount of
time prior to submergence” as indicated in the existing regulations. The buoys would not float to the
surface unattended, rather, be immediately retrieved only when called by the fisherman.
We believe that because the buoys are not released on their own (pre-determined), they are not the
type of “pop-up buoys” referenced in the regulations. That is why we believe we would be able to use
such ropeless gear. However, we request confirmation that we are correct in our interpretation of the
regulations, thus the purpose of this letter to you.

Closing comments:
We feel that the current fishing methods using the ground line and barrel method for taking Hagfish are
3-a both environmentally sound as well as reasonable in terms of making a living. We do not wish to
change the existing regulations.

We do, however, want the option to use ropeless gear with an “on-demand” submergible buoy retrieval
system should we decide that it works for us. We believe the current regulations will allow for that as
written, however, we seek your confirmation that our understanding is correct.
If the regulations prevent us from using such ropeless gear, we feel that would be counter-intuitive to
the future of commercial fishing and preclude us from doing what is right for our livelihood and the
environment.
Perfecting the use of such gear for a small business like us will take time, along with a considerable
financial investment. That is why we are thinking strategically and exploring this option now. We want
to be prepared to continue fishing should governmental closures occur due to entanglement concerns
down the road.
We have spoken with Dan Lawson, Office of Protected Resources at NOAA, along with Travis Tanaka,
Environmental Scientist, CA DF&W about our question. Dan was incredibly helpful and supportive of our
desire to proceed using an on-demand acoustic release fishing system. He also provided us some
information pertaining to potential grants we could apply for to help us financially in this endeavor.
Travis suggested that we pen this letter and send to the CA F&G Commission to be sure our
understanding of the regulations was correct, and we would be able to proceed using such gear. As
such, we respectfully ask for a response to this letter within 30 days of receipt.
If there are questions or concerns, we are happy to speak to you directly. We look forward to your
reply.
Sincerely,

Craig & Rachel Thomsson
Owners, Dandy Fish Company, Inc.

CC: Dan Lawson, NOAA, Travis Tanaka, CA DF&W

Comment Letter 4
(Received May 23, 2019)

FGC
From: Brad Wilcox
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2019 3:54 PM
To: Tanaka, Travis@Wildlife
Subject: Re: comments received

We’re gonna try to make it to Redding. Quite an expensive trip with fuel prices, Missing fishing days, and all. Maybe I can
get our fisherman’s association to help out.
You might see some more letters being submitted. Nobody I’ve talked to is happy about this change. It Seems quite
uncalled for. All of us are under the impression that the role of DFW is to protect the resource, not worry about how
much money a fisherman is making versus another guy who can’t catch his ass with both hands no matter what gear or
boat he has. Hagfish are tricky, I know areas we could set with very minimal bait and chug barrels of small unmarketable
eels. we have been high grading at sea.
4-a What Data do you have to suggest that the resource is not sufficiently protected? I’d like to see it.
4-b Like I said in the letter, this Fishery is regulated by its own market.

Many importers are suffering in Korea. Domestic production is way up, and ever since they started sourcing Australian
eels, they being very picky on size. Also the American dollar just bumped up a bit, making their ability to buy from us
even worse.
Fort Bragg stopped fishing a month ago because demand is low. Rumor has it that Peter in Eureka is going out of
business because he can’t find consistently fishermen. Harry is hurting big‐time as Southern California warms up and
Moss Landing is too busy with salmon. Morro bays dock is about to be structurally condemned. Craig’s buyer in Korea is
hurting, hard to push them smaller bodega eels.
Because of Cherry season, We are forced to pack shipments on the weekends and freight costs are up.
This is really a bad time to be downgrading our allowable gear per boat. A fisherman who complains about another
catching Way more than him, doesn’t understand that the market requires consistency that he cannot produce.

4-c Travis, Please reconsider this unneeded change in regulation or maybe let’s just amend it so that you can only have two

(25) sets hauled with 1 boat.
Both permitees have to be on the boat, understandably.
4-d And if we see some slammer come down here in Oregon. Maybe it’s time for permits, just like every other fishery that

numbers have become a concern. You can’t do Hagfish out of the skiff with a fishing rod.
4-e We have high overhead, just like every big boat operating, let’s keep this profitable.
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State of California
Department of Fish and Wildlife

Date:

June 5, 2019

To:

Melissa Miller-Henson
Acting Executive Director
Fish and Game Commission

From:

Charlton H. Bonham
Director

Original on file.
Received June 5, 2019, 12:00PM

Subject: Public comment response for proposed amendments to Section 180.6, Title 14,
California Code of Regulations, Re: Hagfish traps (Agenda item for the
June 12-13, 2019 Fish and Game Commission meeting)
The Department of Fish and Wildlife (Department) has prepared this memo in
response to public comments received regarding the proposed amendment to Section
180.6, Title 14, California Code of Regulations. Four comment letters were received
and are addressed in Attachment 1 (two letters from Brad Wilcox, one from Mark
Hamerdinger, and one from Craig and Rachel Thomsson). The letter submitted by the
Thomssons pertains to the use of ropeless gear in the Hagfish fishery and is outside
the scope of this rulemaking. However, one comment within the Thomssons’ letter is
related to the proposed rulemaking, and is addressed by the Department in
Attachment 1.
As explained in Attachment 1, the Department finds that changes to the proposed
amendments to Hagfish trapping regulations are not warranted in light of these
comments.
If you have any questions regarding this item, please contact Environmental Scientist,
Travis Tanaka as the Department’s point of contact. Mr. Tanaka can be reached at
(831) 649-2881 or Travis.Tanaka@wildlife.ca.gov.
ec: Stafford Lehr
Deputy Director
Wildlife and Fisheries Division
Stafford.Lehr@wildlife.ca.gov
Craig Shuman, D. Env.
Regional Manager
Marine Region
Craig.Shuman@wildlife.ca.gov

Melissa Miller-Henson
Acting Executive Director
Fish and Game Commission
June 5, 2019
Page 2

Mike Stefanak
Assistant Chief
Law Enforcement Division
Mike.Stefanak@Wildlife.ca.gov
Elizabeth Pope
Acting Marine Advisor
Fish and Game Commission
Elizabeth.Pope@fgc.ca.gov
Kirsten Ramey
Environmental Program Manager
Marine Region
Kirsten.Ramey@wildlife.ca.gov
Paul Reilly
Senior Environmental Scientist
Marine Region
Paul.Reilly@wildife.ca.gov
Travis Tanaka
Environmental Scientist
Marine Region
Travis.Tanaka@wildlife.ca.gov
Michelle Selmon
Environmental Program Manager
Regulations Unit
Michelle.Selmon@wildlife.ca.gov
Ona Alminas
Senior Environmental Scientist
Regulations Unit
Ona.Alminas@wildlife.ca.gov

Attachment 1
180.6 -Responses to Public Comment: - Hagfish Traps

Commenter Name,
Format, Date

Comment

Department Response

Responses to comments received during the period April 17 to May 30, 2019.
1

Brad Wilcox
Commercial
fisherman,
Hagfish receiver
and exporter

1-a. We are against any change to the 25 barrel trap
regulation The ability for 2 permittees to run (2) sets of 25
barrel traps makes the Hagfish Fishery viable and
encourages efficiency and cooperation amongst
fishermen.

email dated
5/15/2019
1

Brad Wilcox,
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox,
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox,
Cont.

1

Brad Wilcox,
Cont.

1-a. The proposed amendment to subsection (b) of Section 180.6, Title 14,
California Code of Regulations (CCR), is necessary to clarify the original
intent of the Hagfish regulation effective January 1, 2016 which restricts a
vessel to utilize and possess no more than 25 barrel traps.
The intent of subsection 180.6(b), Title 14, CCR was 25 barrel traps per
vessel, and not for 25 barrel traps per crewman on the same vessel. This
limit is volumetrically equivalent to the 200 bucket trap vessel limit, which is
set by Fish and Game Code Section 9001.6.

1-b. This proposed change would likely force many
1-b. According to California Department of Fish and Wildlife (Department)
fishermen back to using the 200 buckets, wasting years of records, in 2018, there were 35 vessels (49 fishermen) with 15 vessels
hard by the DFW to get barrels allowable in California.
utilizing barrels. Of the 15, based on landing records, 10 vessels use the
intended 25 barrels.
1-c. Many fishermen and their crews have recently
invested in switching to barrels.

1-c. The Department recognizes the effort and expense of making the
switch to barrel traps. However, this comment is outside the scope and
intent of the proposed regulation.

1-d. This proposed change to a gear plan that was just
1-d. Refer to response 1a. Amending the law to clarify the original intent of
approved by the FGC only 2 years ago, would be unfair to the regulation is not unlawful or unfair since this change brings barrel trap
stakeholders and possibly unlawful.
regulations in line with bucket traps (Fish and Game Code Section 9001.6)
based on a volumetric comparison.
1-e. This proposed change in regulation is unnecessary
for proper management of the fishery.

1-e. There are no limitations on total take or closed season for Pacific
Hagfish in California. As such, the Hagfish fishery is managed though gear
restrictions.
The Department views the intent of the proposed regulation as a
precautionary mechanism to prevent overfishing of a resource with
unknown biomass and for management of the Hagfish resource for
commercial fishing in the long run. The proposed amendment is a
clarification of the original intent of the barrel trap regulation effective
January 1, 2016. The 25 barrel trap limit is volumetrically equivalent to the
200 bucket trap vessel limit, which is set by Fish and Game Code Section
9001.6.

1

Brad Wilcox

1-f. We believe in DFW needs to provide evidence that

California Fish and Game Commission

1-f. The Department is being proactive in conserving the Hagfish biomass.
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Attachment 1
180.6 -Responses to Public Comment: - Hagfish Traps
Commenter Name,
Format, Date

1

Comment

Department Response

cont.

there is a problem with the current take and fishing
method.

Refer to Department response 1-a. As noted on page 3 of the March 20,
2019 Initial Statement of Reasons (ISOR), a vessel identified utilizing more
than 25 traps per vessel landed an average of 14 times the amount of
hagfish per landing than other vessels running just 25 traps. While
cumulative statewide, annual landings appear stable, and increasing the
number of allowed traps per vessel (assuming the same number of
participants) will increase the overall take.

Brad Wilcox

1-g. When a species becomes overfished departments
role in regulating take can be done many ways:

1-g. Ultimately, the goal in fisheries management is to avoid overfished
conditions. For Hagfish, the Department is being proactive in limiting the
potential for overfishing through restrictive gear regulations. Little is known
about the biomass and time required for population recovery if severe
depletion were to occur.

cont.

This comment is outside the scope and intent of the proposed regulation.
1

Brad Wilcox

1-h. Limit fishermen access (permits)

cont.

1-h. This suggestion is outside the scope of the proposed regulation as
the Department does not see the need to make the Hagfish trap fishery
limited entry, nor are the resources available to institute a restricted access
program for the Hagfish fishery. As an open access fishery, this offers
another option to those without permits or in a fishery subject to closure.
Strict trap limits can have the same effect as limiting overall fleet numbers.
This fishery may have a de facto carrying capacity based on the number of
buyers and the condition of the export market.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox

1-i. Fish Size (though there is no limit, small fish are
unmarketable therefore willingly released by fishermen)

1-i. This suggestion is outside the scope of the proposed regulation.

1-j. Season – no research concluding that seasons are
necessary for reproduction, the export market relies on
year-round consistency

1-j. The proposed regulation does not institute a fishing season or
seasonally limit the opportunity to take Hagfish, therefore this comment is
not relevant to this rulemaking.

1-k. Reduce allowable gear (the DFW has a history of
making this the last limitation, not the first.)

1-k. The Hagfish fishery is managed through trap limits and mandatory
hole diameter. Currently, there are no other management tools for this
fishery. This proposed amendment clarifies the original intent of the
existing regulation effective January 1, 2016, which is to allow 25 barrel
traps per vessel consistent with the 200 bucket trap vessel limit set by Fish
and Game Code Section 9001.6.

1-l. There is no [precedence] of DFW limiting gear of an
open access Fishery)

1-l. The number of bucket or Korean traps is limited by Fish and Game
Code Section 9001.6. Another example of an open access gear limitation

California Fish and Game Commission

Trap retention of small Hagfish is also influenced by soak duration. Short
soaks do not allow time for escapement of immature Hagfish.
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Commenter Name,
Format, Date

Comment

is the open access fishery for California Halibut. While there are other
gear types available to the restricted access fleet, the open access
commercial fishery for California Halibut is hook-and-line.

cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

Department Response

1-m. This is perhaps the most market driven fishery on
the west coast, resulting in steep competition amongst all
3 states.

1-m. Economics of the Hagfish fishery are considered by the Commission
and Department, though fisheries are not managed strictly by market
conditions, but mainly by the biology of the species and the impact of
fishing.
This comment is outside the scope and intent of the proposed regulation.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1

Brad Wilcox
cont.

1-n. When barrel traps became legal in California, our
fish size, quality and marketability increased significantly.

1-n. This comment is outside the scope and intent of the proposed
regulation.

1-o. This comment is outside the scope and intent of the proposed
1-o. The former 200 bucket trap limit had more catch
potential, but is a poorly designed trap. Big fish do not like regulation.
entering the smaller trap, which becomes overcrowded
very often, resulting in dead unmarketable Hagfish.
1-p. The barrel trap has made California begin to
compete with Oregon (200 barrel trap limit) and
Washington (100 traps).

1-p. This comment is outside the scope and intent of the proposed
regulation.

1-q. The current fishing effort has proven sustainable for
almost 2 decades since the Korean export market begun.

1-q. Department landing records show that catch is stable, particularly due
to established trap limits. The number of fishermen in the Hagfish fishery
has been consistent due to a balance between exiting and new fishermen.
The Department has noted annual short-term downward trends in market
demand, mostly due to Korean fishery and import practices.

1-r. With very slim profit margins, fishermen are only
targeting grounds closest to their home port, leaving
much of the extremely abundant pacific Hagfish habitat
untouched.

1-r. This comment is outside the scope and intent of the proposed
regulation.

1-s. The Hagfish can literally be found everywhere there
is mud bottom.

1-s. Hagfish have a wide depth range over suitable habitat. However, total
biomass estimates and density are not available. While Hagfish are found
wherever there is mud bottom, other life history parameters such as
spawning fecundity and sexual maturity make the species susceptible to
depletion.

1-t. Please vote no on this change in regulation or at least 1-t. An economic analysis (STD 399) of this regulation proposal was
reconsider the economic impact it would have.
performed by Department staff and is available.
The Department will recommend to the Commission to adopt the proposed

California Fish and Game Commission
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Commenter Name,
Format, Date

Comment

Department Response
amendments due to the reasons cited in Department response 1-a.

2

Mark
Hamerdinger

2-a. Supports comments submitted by B. Wilcox (1a-1t)

2-a. Refer to Department responses to Wilcox 1a-1t.

3-a. We do not wish to change the existing regulations.

3-a. Refer to Department response 1-a.

4-a. What data you have to suggest that the resource is
not sufficiently protected with the current regulations?

4-a. The proposed amendment is to clarify the intent of the original barrel
traps regulation effective January 1, 2016. Refer to Department response
1-a.

4-b. The fishery is regulated by its own market.

4-b. Refer to Department response 1-q.

Commercial
fisherman
Email dated
5/16/2019
3

Craig and
Rachel
Thomsson
Commercial
fisherman and
Hagfish exporter
Letter received
5/20/2019

4

Brad Wilcox
Commercial
fisherman,
Hagfish receiver
and exporter
email dated
5/24/2019

4

Brad Wilcox
Cont.

4

Brad Wilcox
Cont.

Department staff have noted annual difficulties in exporting Hagfish due to
freight, Korean holidays, and influence of other fisheries.
4-c. The commenter suggests the Department amend
the proposed regulation to two (25) sets hauled with 1
boat. Both permittees have to be onboard.

4-c. The commenters proposal is counter to the original intent of the barrel
traps regulation effective January 1, 2016, which this proposed rulemaking
is intended to clarify.
Refer to Department response 1-a.

4.

Brad Wilcox
Cont.

4-d. If we see a slammer [vessel] from Oregon, maybe its 4-d. Refer to Department response 1-h.
time for permits.

California Fish and Game Commission
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Commenter Name,
Format, Date
4.

Brad Wilcox
Cont.

Comment

Department Response

4-e. We have high overhead like every big boat operating, 4-e. Refer to Department response 1-t.
let’s keep this profitable.

California Fish and Game Commission
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Amend §180.6
Hagfish Traps
Discussion and Adoption

Credit: T. Tanaka, CDFW

Fish and Game Commission
Meeting
Redding, CA
June 13, 2019

Photo Credit: T. Tanaka, CDFW

Presented by:

Craig Shuman, D. Env.
Regional Manager
Marine Region

Fishery Overview
• Open access fishery
– General trap permit

• Current Regulations:
– 200 bucket traps per vessel
– 25 barrel traps per permittee
– Trap buoy marking
• fisherman license number (L number)

Photo Credit: T. Tanaka, CDFW
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Barrel Trap Rulemaking History
• Effective January 2016
– Authorized 25, 40-gallon barrels per vessel

• Amended in August 2016
– Replaced volumetric with dimensional limit
– Consistency with Fish and Game Code
Section 9001.6

3

Proposed Amendments
• Amend § 180.6 (b)
– Clarify intent of 2016 rulemaking limiting barrel
traps (25) to the vessel, regardless of the
number of permittees

• Add §180.6 (c)
– Buoys marked with L number (existing
requirement under FGC §9006)
– add California commercial boat registration
number
4

Thank You
Contact:
Travis Tanaka, Environmental Scientist
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Travis.tanaka@Wildlife.ca.gov
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